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This publication, which describes a one week camping trip by 
Day Center members of the Veterans Administration Hospital 
in Houston, takes its place beside other Hogg Foundation 
publications on various camping programs: i.e., A View of the 
Texas State Hospital Camping Program, The Worth of a Boy, 
and The Group. However, The Best Medicine differs from each 
of the others because it is a case document which fully and com
pletely focuses on the feelings and attitudes of patients as re
flected in their behavior. The authors have given us a literary 
psychological document which, put alongside other camping 
materials, might well lead to some broader reflections about 
camping as a therapeutic technique. 

BERT KRUGER SMITH 
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Introduction 

Changing patterns of psychiatric treatment appear kaleidoscopic 
in form, focusing on the same problems, but giving them new 
twists. However, the patterns do not focus on the same problem, 
since there are infinite variations in mental disorders and many 
paths which the therapist can take to lead the mentally ill to
ward the goal of improvement. The exploration and mapping 
of these treatment paths continue to be rewarding. One such 
venture is reported here by Doctor Reitman and Pokorny in 
their account of a camping trip. 

To place this adventure by a group of chronically-ill psy
chiatric patients in its proper perspective, we need to relate this 
unique form of treatment to what has been happening in major 
psychiatric institutions treating large numbers of the emotion
ally disturbed. The several special programs of the Psychiatric 
Service at the Houston Veterans Administration Hospital will be 
used to exemplify these trends. 

Here, as in many hospitals, doors are opening, personal cloth
ing is being worn by patients, and hospital staff members are 
shedding their badges of station. Twenty-four-hour a day re
tention of the patient now may be used only when his illness is 
severe. Frequently the patient does not need to be totally re
moved from his society, or he can be returned to society after a 
short period of intensive care. 

Recognition of a need for post-hospitalization adjustment to 
modern society has resulted in the formation of, within selected 
parts of the mental hospital, a society of patients and staff which 
is, in its very structural format, a treatment program. Such a 
Therapeutic Community, as described by Maxwell Jones,1 places 
the patient and staff in a community relationship, in order to re
orient the patient who has social and industrial maladjustments. 
The format is characterized by a diversion of the traditional 
authority of staff to a more democratic structure with emphasis 
on self-determination by the patient group. The staff-to-patient 
and patient-to-patient interplay initiates effective resocializa
tion. Group therapy as a treatment mode becomes highly de
veloped and the end result is a more rapid return to productive 
work. 

The formation of the Human Relations Training Laboratory 
is an extension of the community relationship. This program is 
based on the concept that many problems of the psychiatric 
patient arise from maladapted and frustrating social relation
ships. The training laboratory offers patients an opportunity to 

1 Maxwell Jones, "The Therapeutic Community" (New York: Basic Books, 

Inc., i953). 



learn new social skills by using techniques and methods bor
rowed from the sciences of social psychology, group dynamics, 
and industrial management programs. Intensive group therapy 
with strong emphasis on self-analysis is a prelude to develop
ment of new social skills. The end result appears to be an ap
preciable increase in effective adjustment to the strain of our 
competitive society. 

Further progress of the individual patient may require peri
odic support during a trial period while he or she undergoes the 
transition to a job or family setting. This support may be pro
vided through day hospital programs, night programs, or out
patient treatment in one of the clinics. 

The Day Treatment Center offers a type of continued support 
and care to a group of chronically-ill patients. They meet at 
regular intervals, depending on their degree of need, in a phys
ical setting which is as far as possible totally divorced from the 
hospital structure. Furnishings are planned to be conducive to 
ease of patient and staff interaction. Since maintenance of com
munication with other members and groups of society is a major 
goal of this unit, every effort is expended to expose the patient 
to new and varied surroundings. The camping trip which is re
ported here is noteworthy for the benefits derived, when these 
patients experienced a disruption of the stereotyped pattern of 
their days and were required to adust to a new pattern of ge
ography, self-sufficiency, and interdependence on one another. 
As anxieties subsided and enthusiasm rose, ease of communi
cation appeared. 

These are some of the pictures of newer psychiatric treatment 
programs. Each patient has his own treatment requirements 
which must be matched to the particular program likely to offer 
him the greatest benefit. He may be treated effectively by a 
single approach, or more likely by graduating from intensive in
dividual care to a special program to prepare him for return to 
productive society. The therapist may utilize the family setting 
to maintain continuity of the patient's life during treatment, or 
on the other hand, the therapist may place the patient in an arti
ficial but ingenuously contrived society designed to reshape his 
emotional and perceptual patterns. Finally, a patient group may 
be thrust into a series of new experiences and settings to which 
each patient will react differently. By his individual adjustment 
to the strange and previously unknown, each patient may return 
to a more normal state. 

The end is not in sight, and the future of psychiatric treat
ment can be predicted to hold more exciting change. 

JOHN n. CHASE, M.D., Chief of Staff, V.A. Hospital, Houston, Texas 





The Best Medicine 

The doors to the Houston VA Day Center were closed and 
locked on the morning of September 10, 1965. Fastened to the 
window was a sign reading, "Day Center Closed From Friday, 
September 10, 10:30 A.M. to Friday, September 17, 8:00 A.M.'' 

The trip upon which the staff and members of the Day Center 
were embarking was in many respects no different from the 
weekly Day Center Trips that had been conducted throughout 
the previous year. There was, nevertheless, little doubt in the 
minds of the 37 passengers on the bus parked at the curb, that 
this week-long, 6oo mile trip from Houston, Texas, to the Frio 
River hill country and back was far different from any they had 
undertaken before. Certainly for the staff, made up of a psy
chologist director, psychiatric social worker, recreation ther
apist, secretary, psychiatric consultant, two graduate psychology 
trainees, and five volunteers, and for the 25 patients (or mem
bers), this trip elicited mixed emotions ranging from varying de
grees of anxiety to pleasurable anticipation. 

This trip was well in keeping with the overall philosophy of 
the Day Treatment Center which has as its primary goal the 
resocialization of heretofore chronic, long-term hospitalized pa
tients who have not responded to conventional forms of treat
ment and traditional modes of psychotherapy. 

Previous attempts to alter or interfere with their routine often 
resulted in intense anxiety and subsequent immobility. We there
fore anticipated that we would encounter strong resistance to 
the suggestion that the Center members attempt an extended 
and distant trip, particularly because, in contrast to previous ex
cursions, we were now planning to cross both the city and 
county lines and to leave entirely the east coast area of Texas. 
We expected that the crossing of these artificial, but, for our 
patients, important boundaries, would represent a loss of fa
miliar surroundings and a concomitant loss in their feelings of· 
safety and security. 

To our surprise, when the idea was initially proposed at a 
meeting of the Day Center members, almost every person pres
ent joined eagerly in making plans. The response was, in fact, 
so overwhehningly positive that the staff immediately set to 
work to complete all of the necessary arrangements. Through 
the generosity of the H. E. Butt Foundation, we obtained the 
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use of a camping facility located on the banks of the Frio River 
on a 2000-acre hill country ranch. From the Hogg Foundation 
for Mental Health, funds were obtained to help defray the cost 
of transportation, and merchants in the local community were 
asked to aid in our attempt to purchase sufficient food stuff to 
feed an anticipated 37 hungry campers for a period of seven 
days on a limited budget. 

A new count of the participants only two weeks prior to our 
scheduled departure revealed that we could expect only 19 per
sons: 12 staff and volunteers and seven members. This fact led 
to a desperate attempt on the part of the staff to encourage, en
tice, and even coerce members into joining our ranks. These 
efforts were met with a multitude of far-fetched, often inapprop
riate, excuses. Individuals who had been unemployed for eight 
or nine years suddenly were anticipating employment during 
the week of the trip. Others told of sick relatives, previous ar
rangements and/ or their wives' reluctance to let them leave. One 
member indicated that he had to help his father during the har
vest time; however, questioning revealed that he had not seen 
his father for the preceding year and a half. To counteract these 
reactions, families and friends were contacted and their aid en
listed. We also held group therapy, psychodrama, and role-play
ing sessions which specifically dealt with the anxiety attached 
to deviating from set routines. Ever so slowly, the number of 
members agreeing to participate rose from seven to 25. 

To complicate matters further, on the day prior to our ex
pected departure, Hurricane Betsy threatened the East Texas 
shoreline, and Houston forecasters warned of rising tides and 
extremely high winds. As might have been expected, many mem
bers suddenly found new and more valid reasons for avoiding 
the trip. Fortunately, the storm veered sharply to the north late 
that evening, and once again members were urged to carry 
through with their plans. Their excusf;s were, however, to con
tinue up to the time of departure as can well be seen in the be
havior of one patient who arrived early on the morning of Sep
tember 10 wearing a business suit and carrying his suitcase, and 
announced that he was not going. Nevertheless his suitcase was 
loaded on the bus and he was asked to accompany it, which he 
did. 

On a more positive vein, it was a heartening experience to 
see the members and staff personnel join together in loading the 
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bus. More important, patients who heretofore had never par
ticipated actively in other Day Center activities were now busy 
at work carryin~ out and loading camping supplies as though it 
were all in a day s routine. 

Once on the road, however, the initial enthusiasm and eager
ness displayed that morning seemed to dwindle. Members be
came noticeably quiet as though they were suddenly aware that 
there was no turning back. Conversations were low and muffled. 
Some patients showed obvious signs of anxiety and apprehen
sion. Others attempted to sleep. Several even tried to initiate 
group singing, but their efforts fell flat, and instead of enlisting 
the participation of other members, they generated over hostil
ity from those persons seated around them. In commenting on 
this change in attitude, one staff member wrote in his camp 
diary, "The men are quiet. They seem to feel that they are being 
taken somewhere rather than actively going. It's unreal." 

Late that afternoon our bus entered the gates of the H. E. Butt 
Foundation ranch and slowly proceeded down a narrow, slop
ing, gravel road, only to come to a sudden stop before a sharp 
right-hand turn which revealed the ranch headquarters far be
low at the foot of a very steep hill. As though to mare the here
tofore uneventful day, our bus driver, all too loudly, announced, 
"We may get the bus into this place, but we'll never get it out." 
His words were to be repeated on numerous occasions during 
the following week. Certainly no other single event drew more 
attention in our patients' diaries. The feelings of the entire group 
can perhaps be best illustrated through the words of one patient: 
'TU never forget the traumatic moment when the bus driver 
said, 'I may get you in there, but will never get you out'." He also 
added, "Dr. Reitman assured us tonight that there is nothing to 
worry about, but I fear we will never leave this place alive." 
Along a similar line of thought, many of the Day Center mem
bers seemed actually to envy the bus driver as his vehicle later 
left the camp grounds, turned onto the highway, and returned to 
Houston. Still another patient in describing this situation noted, 
"After the bus left us, were were rescued by two pick-up trucks 
which carried us to the camp site." 

In actuality the above incident proved to be little more than 
an annoying inconvenience. Following our initial surprise, sev
eral of our staff members proceeded to the foot of the hill and 
found the camp director who calmly dispatched two pick-up 
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trucks to the bus to carry the group and their belongings the 
remaining distance to the camp site. In truth, what could have 
been a difficult situation proved to be a challenge which elicited 
a surprisingly positive reaction on the part of our patients. 

The ride itself was both interesting and exciting. It started at 
the top of the hill, descended past the director's picturesque, 
natural rock home, and then for the next mile and a half, pro
ceeded down a rock river bed, with water flowing at hubcap 
height, and ended on a narrow, dirt road leading to the camp 
site. Along the way, the ebbing light of day cast lazy shadows 
through the trees and contributed to a calm sense of peace and 
solitude, disturbed only by the rustle of brush as numerous wild 
turkey crossed the road in front of our vehicles and occasional 
deer darted off into the thicket. 

The camp site assigned to us was called Linnet's Wings. The 
Foundation brochure description had greatly understated 
the accommodations, perhaps because words alone could not 
fully describe or depict the tranquil air of serene beauty pro
vided by the rustic buildings, the physical surroundings, and the 
wonder of nature. One patient, in describing her :first reaction to 
the camp said, "We saw deer, wild turkey, sheep and hills, hills, 
hills, hills. But there was even more, the sky was more clear than 
most of us had ever seen it and the stars shone like diamonds 
against a black velvet background." 

It seemed to us that by the end of only the first day, members 
who had heretofore been totally withdrawn were somehow more 
interested in things external to themselves. For example, during 
our first evening the Echo Satellite passed overhead, and pa
tients who previously might have been unconcerned were ob
served to stand for a long period of time watching it as it trav
eled across the horizon. The weather was cooler at camp than it 
had been in Houston and members seemed also to respond to 
the change in temperature. However, by early evening almost 
everyone was eager to retreat to his cabin and to bed. Certainly, 
for most of us it had been a long day. Many of the members had 
exerted far more physical activity than was for them customary. 
The general feelings of the entire group could perhaps best be 
described by the words of one member who stated, "I was very 
anxious before we arrived at camp. I was thinking what would 
happen after we got here. But now, I can see that my fears have 
been for nothing." 
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The second day many campers arose early. One could hear 
numerous remarks concerning the brisk mountain air, the deer 
feeding close to the cabins, and the difficulties that were experi
enced with sleep. The latter were strongly negated by the 
snoring which had issued forth from each of the small cabins 
throughout the previous night. During the day, however, it 
seemed difficult for many of our members to venture very far 
into this new and possibly threatening environment. Instead, 
they lounged on the porch and generally just loafed.As time 
passed, some did investigate the near-by river bank, and a small 
group even went on a hike. It is important to make note that on 
its return the group was very enthusiastic over what they had 
seen, foremost of which was an angora goat which they believed 
to be trapped on a small ledge on the face of a cliff. They were 
extremely concerned over its safety, so much so in fact, that for 
the remainder of the day, speculations were repeatedly made 
regarding the goat's welfare, how long it had been there, and 
what would happen to it. By the following morning the concern 
and interest seemed to have spread among our membership, 
and a large number of individuals ventured out to the cliff 
where the animal was stranded. 

A later review of patient diaries revealed that far more of the 
members than even we had realized had responded and become 
concerned over the goat and its predicament. One might se
riously speculate regarding the similarity between the re
strained, constricted, and precarious position in which our mem
bers found the goat and the manner in which our members 
might well have seen themselves. In a similar fashion, it was 
interesting to observe other patients who also seemed to display 
an increased sensitivity and concern with living creatures around 
them; e.g., one female member of our group parted with several 
boxes of crackerjacks that she had brought all the way from 
Houston. She scattered the contents a short distance from the 
main buildng to attract deer, and she, as well as many other 
members, was extremely delig~ted when the deer responded to 
her offerings. Of even greater importance, however, this in
creased concern also seemed to demonstrate itself in the rela
tionships between the members themselves. The staff observed 
more communication than they had previously seen among this 
group, and conversation seemed more spontaneous and mean
ingful. The latter was well illustrated by the candid remark of 



our members as they stood in line one evening waiting for a din
ner of barbecued steaks. They shouted, "Make mine rare," or 
moved to the end of the line and indicated that they would 
wait for theirs to get well done. 

If only in a minimal way, this kind of behavior strongly testi
fied to the staff that the members were responding to the various 
perceptual sensations provided by this new environment. For 
many, camp life was an almost entirely new experience. For 
some, to the surprise of the staff, even commonplace experiences 
were new, as was pointedly revealed by one patient's reaction to 
the dinner, when she stated, "I have never eaten steak barbe
qued before." Still further, attendance was surprisingly good at 
an outdoor theater which was set up late each evening. Patients 
who indicated that their usual bedtime had long since past 
stayed up for full-length travel features and even surprised them
selves by remaining still later to dance beneath the stars to music 
provided by a record player carried with us from Houston. 
Moreover, during the mornings to follow, fewer complaints 
were heard regarding sleep problems, and there was increased 
activity at the swimming hole. More persons ventured into the 
Frio River, despite the many literal interpretations of Frio, sug
gesting that the mountain stream would indeed be cold. In gen
eral, affect and mood seemed to be elevated and members noted 
in their diaries that, "People are friendlier here," "I have talked 
to some that I have never talked to before," 'Tm having the best 
time of my life," ''I've never seen the group having such fun be
fore," and "This trip is tremendous therapy." 

To a great extent much of the increased activity on the part of 
our members was largely due to the efforts of our volunteers who 
initiated activities such as dancing, bingo hours, bridge tourna
ments, arts and crafts activities, an art exhibit, and even a beard 
contest which had been started on the morning of our departure 
from Houston. 

The staff was particularly surprised by the patients' enthusias
tic participation in daily hiking trips to various spots on the 
ranch. The high point of these was one during which the camp 
director accompanied the Day Center members and staff over 
a long rocky route. This hike included the fording of a stream, 
the climbing of a steep hill to view an Indian buriad mound, a 
somewhat precarious descent to another camp site at the ranch, 
and the traversing of the Frio River via a foot-wide concrete 



dam. Despite staff trepidations, it became apparent that mem
bers performed as well as the staff in maintaining both their 
pace and their balance. Everyone seemed to enjoy the camp di
rector's informative and descriptive dialogue, which included 
themes dealing with bands of wild Indians, a lost silver mine, 
and the various characteristics of nature, unique to that area. In 
all, 28 of the 35 campers participated in this hike which covered 
over six miles, a feat of no small significance considering the 
makeup of our group. 

Still another memorable experience centered around a huge 
bonfire which had been built on the banks of the Frio River one 
evening following dinner. The group gathered beneath the star
filled sky, described by one member as, "So beautiful that it is 
almost unreal," to listen once again to the camp director as he 
spoke of local folklore including tales of John Leakey and 
legends of the old wild west. Still later that evening, the camp 
director in contrasting our patients with those that he en
countered before (in-patients) from a State Hospital, com
mented that our members "were different; that they were more 
spontaneous, more responsive, and much less controlled and 
rigid." 

The trip did have a few negatives. Two minor accidents posed 
temporary problems. Also, the attitudes of some of the men were 
less than positive throughout the entire trip. At one point during 
our stay, staff members observed an increasing interest on the 
part of many of our patients in returning home early. One mem
ber wrote, "I had the urge to go back to Houston on my own. It 
bothers me." Another announced to the staff that he wished to 
take a bus from Leakey to Houston, and several others indicated 
their desire to accompany him. In addition, the camp director 
observed that during his initial visits to the camp site, members 
gathered around his pick-up truck and asked numerous ques
tions concerning how far it was to the town of Leakey and the 
availability of transportation. "They acted as though I were their 
only link with the outside civilized world." Once again however, 
it was apparent that their verbalized desires were accompanied 
by the same ambivalence shown prior to the start of our trip. 
Thus, one of the members in telling of his desire to leave, said 
that he would not do so if we did not want him to. Another 
actively broadcasted his plans for departure, but never shaved 
his whiskers which were later to win him first prize in the beard 



contest. Still another, later· stated in his diary, "This is the last 
day of camp, and now I hate to leave. Camp life makes me feel 
energetic and alive." 

In light of the above, it cannot be denied that for many of our 
group the trip was very likely a highly anxiety-producing ex
perience. It was as though each new activity loomed as a threat 
to their ability to adjust, and in reaction their efforts seemed di
rected primarily to protecting rather than to enjoying them
selves. Even more it appeared that in many instances the most 
important daily concern for these individuals was their singular 
purpose of getting through each day without any unnecessary 
emotional crises or difficulties. The "getting through" in itself, so 
to speak, seemed to represent for them a marked personal ac
complishment. Some members were even observed to react to 
the end of each day with an almost impulsive desire to rush to 
bed in order to forestall any problem that might still arise during 
their last waking moments. We feel, nevertheless, that even for 
these men, the trip was a marked success, as evidenced by com
ments made by these same individuals once th~y were safely 
back at the Houston VA Day Center. It appeared that in retro
spect, these persons could recall and savor their (by them) past 
accomplishments and adventures with a great deal more satis
faction than they had derived from them at the actual time they 
were experienced. In addition, despite their anxieties and the 
haste and eagerness demonstrated by these men while preparing 
to return to Houston, once they were back at the Day Center, 
they were heard to make numerous remarks reflecting a desire 
to go back to Leakey, "to return next year," and/or "to do it 
again." 

It should also be noted that in contrast to other patient camp
ing trips with which we are familiar, our staff did not segregate 
itself from the members of the Day Center. We shared the same 
quarters, the same bath facilities, the same food, and the same 
chores. These arrangements were designed to create increased 
cohesiveness between patients and staff, to encourage better 
lines of communication, and to permit closer observation of the 
reactions of our members to this new environment. In general, 
all three of these objectives would appear to have been accomp
lished. Without a doubt, the camping trip and the opportunity it 
provided for interaction and observation between staff and 
members contributed to a much better understanding and 



awareness of the problems faced by our members and a clearer 
picture of the manner in which they attempt to deal with them. 
This was aptly expressed by one of our psychology trainees, who 
wrote in his diary, "I feel much better with the men out here. I 
feel closer, shaving with them, eating with them. It's the com
radship I guess, and they seem to feel it too." The following 
patient statement seems equally apropos, "On this trip 
Dr. ____________ and Dr. ____________ are at last beginning to become really 
human personalities-I love both of them." 

With regard to the increased opportunity for observation, it 
should be mentioned that at no previous time had the staff ever 
been so keenly aware of the members' use of sleep as an escape 
mechanism. During the early days of the trip particularly, new 
situations or demands were frequently avoided by remaining in 
the bunkhouse, loafing in the beds, or napping throughout the 
day. This behavior, however, lessened markedly by the end of 
our week's stay. By then, as noted earlier, there was much more 
activity around the main building, down by the swimming hole, 
and on the hiking trips. Fewer persons were seen in bed during 
the afternoon and morning hours; those around the camp site 
were always active. Not one patient ever missed a meal. Sur
prisingly, breakfast, which was served from 7:30 to 8:00, was 
one of the most popular meals, and individuals who told of or
dinarily arising between g: oo and 10: oo seemed to respond to 
the invigorating mountain air and showed more life and energy 
than we had ever observed in them before. 

Overall, the staff members generally agreed that with the pass
ing of days, the members showed increased appetites, had fewer 
specific complaints, slept better, showed more variety of affect, 
more self sufficiency, and even an improved level of physical 
coordination, as noted in their walking gait, their swimming, 
their canoe paddling, and their ability to navigate the narrow 
rocky pathways. General improvement in our members was fur
ther reflected in diary remarks such as, "I could stay here all 
year," "I have really enjoyed this trip," "I danced tonight for the 
first time in 15 years and I must say, I had a ball," "I liked the 
countryside, the hills, the fishing, the food and the just plain 
loafing." "I cannot adequately describe the beautiful slipping off 
to sleep more gently and easily than I believe I have ever ex
perienced before." 



It is still too early to evaluate the long term results of our ad
venture-only time will provide that answer. For the present, 
however, a comment made by a member, while standing in line 
for his barbecued steak, best typifies the change in attitude that 
we had hoped for: "I never thought a doctor would cook for me; 
they only gave me pills before, but this is the best medicine I've 
ever had." 
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